
RULES AND REGULATIONS
General Rules

1. The Championship shall be played in accordance to FIFA laws of the game except where 
amended. All teams have to strictly adhere to the following rules and regulations. Interpretation 
of these Rules and conditions, their construction and effects rests entirely with Sports Committee 
[hereinafter referred to as Sports Committee]. All decisions taken by this Sports Committee will 
be final and binding on all the participants/teams

2. 8 member squad [5-a-side game]
3. The size of the playing field will be smaller than normal
4. The players should all be permanent employees of the organization and the players should not be 

sponsored players [i.e. players recruited specially for the corporate matches]
5. All players need to carry any one of the following :-
 Respective Company Photo ID OR Team list on the company letter head signed by the authorized 

signatory OR Business Card - with a valid Government photo ID card of respective players [Driving 
License ; Pan Card ; Passport ; Aadhar Card ; Etc]

6. Each team will play a minimum of 4 matches.
7. Wearing Championship Jersey in all games is compulsory. Failure to do so will result in 

participant/s not being able to participate in the match.
8. Rolling substitution allowed & during the course of the match, any substitute is free to replace 

any player at any point of time after informing the Referee.
9. All players need to either wear astro studs or regular sports shoes, studs & spikes are not 

allowed as the matches will be held on astro-turf.
10. There are no off sides.
11. Kick in from corner and sides
12. There is no restriction on height but goal keeper can’t throw the ball from above the shoulder.
13. No player plays for more one team. If he/she does so his/her teams will be disqualified from the 

rest of the Championship.
14. Sports Committee would view breach of rules by teams regarding the criteria to be fulfilled for 

selection of their players very seriously and appropriate action will be taken.
15. The teams must report to the registration desk at least 30 minutes before the start of the match.
16. It is not our desire to grant any walkovers since we would like to provide an opportunity to every 

team to play their matches. Team officials are responsible for getting their team on the field by 
the time shown on the draw. Grace Time for the late arrival may be permitted at the discretion of 
the Sports Committee. However, after this time has elapsed, the team, which is on the field ready 
to play, will receive a walkover with 3 points in the preliminary rounds or a bye to the next round in 
the knockout competition.

17. If a player is shown the red card by the referee, he will be banned from the next match his team 
plays. Any player accumulating 2 yellow cards during the Championship will be suspended from 
the subsequent game in which team plays. There will be 2 minutes suspension on every yellow 
card.



18. Although adequate safety precautions have been taken and medical facilities will be available to 
treat injuries sustained while playing, Sports Committee will not be held responsible and liable 
for the same and the players will be playing at their own risk.

19. Referee decisions will be final. No arguments whatsoever will be entertained. Teams 
disrespecting decision may be disqualified from the Championship.

20. Alcohol consumptions inside the venue are strictly prohibited. Any member found doing so will 
result in the elimination of the respective individual or organization from the Championship.

Game Rules
MALE CHAMPIONSHIP
1. The Championship shall consist of 2 stages. A Round Robin [7 min each half] followed by a 

knockout for the Championship Group; Challenger Group; Ripe Lemon Group & Raw Lemon Group 
[7 min each half].

2. In the League stage, each team will play the other teams in the Group once [4 teams in a group]. 
The team finishing top in each pool will enter the Championship Play Off; the 

  runner up will play for the Challenger Group; third place team play for the Ripe Lemon Play off & 
fourth place team play for the Raw Lemon Play Off. 

3. WIN – 3 points, LOSS – 0 points, DRAW – 1 point for each team.
4. Should teams have equal points at the end of the Round Robin stage; the superior position will be 

judged according to the following criteria –
 The team that won the Pool Game between the two sides shall prevail.
 If still equal, then the team with the highest goal difference will be placed higher in the league 

table.
 Should there still be a tie after applying the above rule, then the team with the greater number 

goals will be placed higher in the table.
 Should there still be a tie after applying this rule, there will be penalty shoot-out between the tied 

teams with each other nominating 3 players to take the penalty kicks. The first team to miss the 
penalty after both the teams has taken equal number of penalty shots shall loose the shootout 
and the other team shall be declared the winner.

Stage II [FINALS]
The Knockouts competition [Championship; Challenger Group; Ripe Lemon & Raw Lemon play off] 
will be 7 minutes each half with a two-minutes break at half time. In the event of the tie at the final 
whistle in any knockout game, there will be penalty shoot-out between the tied teams with each other 
nominating 3 players to take the penalty kicks. The first team to miss the penalty after the both teams 
has taken the equal number of penalty shots shall loose the shootout and the other team shall be 
declared the winner.
 
Female Championship
The Female Group format shall depend on the number of entries we receive. Minimum of 4 matches.


